Improving estimation of real-time concentration for inhalable particles < 10 microm from a light scattering monitor.
This study evaluated the relationship between the real-time concentration measurements of inhalable particles whose diameters were less than 10 microm, from a light scattering monitor and a beta gauge monitor, at various instantaneous relative humidities. This work demonstrated that the mean inhalable particle concentrations as measured by the light scattering monitor were higher than those of the manual sampler, such that a factor of 0.74 was employed to adjust the light scattering monitor for inhalable particle concentration measurements. The mean inhalable particle concentrations determined by the beta gauge monitor at a low relative humidity setpoint correlated well with those obtained by the manual sampler. The real-time inhalable particle concentration of the adjusted light scattering monitor was further compared to those of the beta gauge monitor to investigate the effect of instantaneous relative humidity on the mass readings of the automatic monitors. The results demonstrated that the estimated concentration measurements by the adjusted light scattering monitor should be re-calibrated in real-time to improve the accuracy of the inhalable particle concentrations at various instantaneous relative humidities.